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FOREWARD

This issue of the Working Papers on South American Indians is made up of the
papers presented during one of the two sessions of the Lowland South America Symposium at the 1982 annual meetings of the American Anthropological Association in
I,Iashington, DC. The symposium topic emerged out of discussions with Tom Gregor and
others at the 1981 South American Indian Conference at Bennington Co11ege.
to various persons who elther had expressed
knew
had data on the subject asking them to join
or
whom
I
interest in the subject
me for the symposium. I sent thern the following tentative abstract:
Tn Frrhrrr:ru L982 I sent a letter

Beginning with Hohnberg's Nonads of the Tong bow, the link between
sex and food has been a recurring theme in the ethnographic literature
on lowland South American societies. The connection has generally been
phrased as the reciprocal exchange of food, particularly meat, for sex
between males and females. Man the hunter is seen as dominant over domesticated lnoman, with gang rape being used in some societies as a mechanism
for controlling agressive, forward vromen. This syurposium will question the
validity of this perspective by examining sex and sexuality in various tribal
soci,eties from a di-versity of perspectives, including synbolic, psychoanalytic,
sociological, etc.

the basis of the abstracts I received I modified this and the following abstract
appeared in the published abstracts:

On

I"iurphy and Siskind have ca11ed attention to the link in the Amazonian
literature between food and sex and have explained the link as part of the
inr-ornlerz hslpssn Culture and nature. This, Of courSe, is only One of the
ways in which cultue and nature can be interrelated in the ideologies of
sexual relationships. The papers in this slnnposium explore some of the

range of the diversity of views of sex, nature, and society found in Amazonian
cul tures .

The n:ner" published here are essentially as they were written for presentation
at the symposium; only minor editorial rnodifications have been made. Judith Shapiro
masterfully chaired the sessi-on. Unfortunately the formal connnents on the papers by
Anna S. Meigs and Donald F. Tuzin, who examined the issues raised in light of their
New Guinea fieldwork, were not recorded and therefore are not available for inclusion
here. Readers can get a sense of their contribution by reading Meigrs Food, Sex, and
Pol-Lution: A New Guinea ReTigion (New Brunswick, NJ: Rutgers University Press, 1983)
and Tuzin's paper "Ritual Violence among Ilahita Arapesh" (in Ritual,s of Manhood:
tlal-e Initiation in Papua New Guinea, ed. Gilbert H. Herdt, Berkeley: University of
California Press, 1982, pp. 321-55). Missing however is Tuzin's graphic description
of Ilahita Arapesh male masturbatory practices which made most of the audience, and
clearly all the males, a bit queasy and reminded us that behind our anthropological

sophisticati.on hides a residual core of ethnocentrism. Missing also is the rich
the Amazonian and New Guinean specialists
following the formal discussion by Meigs and Tuzin.

exclragge of data and perspectives between

Kenneth M. Kensinger

Editor

June 1984

SEX AND FOOD: RECIPROCITY IN CASHINAHUA SocIETY?
Kenneth

M.

Kensinger

Bennington College

The link between sex and food, particularly meat, has been a recurring theme
Amazonian ethnographic literature. Holmberg said of the Siriono that "food
and sex go hand in hand" (1969:126) and that "while the drive of sex is seldom
frustrated to any great extent, it is mobilized largely through the drive of hunger'r
( lbid : 225). Food was the scarce commodity and' men gaineA access to female
sexuality through gifts of meat.
Although she phrases her argument in the language of cultural ecology and
economics rather than of psychology, Siskind argues in a somewhat similai vein:

in the

'rAn artificially or culturally produced scarcity of women provides a
density-dependent mechanism that functions to disperse groups of

hunting-and-gathering or hunting-and-agriculture populations in accor-dance with
the availability of game/ where game is the limiting factor" (1973a:ZZG). She
further argues that "for the Sharanahua as for other tropical forest Indians the
incentive for hunting is to gain access to women, either as wives or as mistresses"
( lbid . :234), and that "the exchange of meat for sex is an economic system, a
system in which men strive to be good hunters in competition with other men in
order to gain access to women...lf women are to be the incentive for male hunting
efforts, they must be scarce, since competition can occur only oven scarce
resources'r ( lbid :235) . This shortage of female sexuality is created by rules of
sexual morality, polygyny, and female infanticide (lbid:235). Her hypothesis
applies, she argues, "to hunting populations in which women provide the bulk of
the food supply and where it can be established that protein resources are the

limiting factor and their procurement the responsibility of men'r (lbid:226-7)
Recent studies (Berlin and Markell 1977:78; Ross 1979:4; Chagnon and Hames
1979:912; Beckerman 1979; Hames 1980; Johnson and Behrens 1982) show that
"native Amazonian communities typically obtain. more than twice as much protein as_

(
,, (.tohn
l\ l leco
has noted, 'ramong many Amazonian tribes, the physiological need for
[ (TggZl419)
-]rotein may be satisfied, and yet people clamor for more meat". Note also
Johnsonrs conclusion that "despite an objective 'sufficiency' or even an abundance
of food, we find that a perceived scarcitv exists that influenc.es individual
behavior'r (lbid: 415). Thus, it appears that Sharanahua women are competing for
a scarce commodity/ meat/ while men compete over another scarce commodity,
women; both scarcities are culturally produced.
Are we left then to conclude that in the Amazon basin men and women are
co-conspiritors in an eternal con-game based on the exchange of two scarce
commodities, meat and sex/ the values of which are inflated through culturally
created shortages?
Siskind, in the same paragraph in which she asserts that 'rthe exchange of
meat for sex is an ecomomic system" (1973a:235) provides us with a key to a
possible answer to this question: rrl know of no real evidence that women are
naturally or universally less interested in sex or more interested in meat than are
men. On the contrary, in terms of the reality of hunting societies a more natural
exchange would be hunted game for vegetable produce" (lbid: ?34). Are women
less interested in sex or more interested in meat than men? ls it possible that the
exchange which takes place is not meat for sex but meat for something else? Since
Siskind does not provide us with the data necessary to answer these questions
turn to my own data on the Cashinahua, neighbors of the Sharanahua who are
I

closely related to them both culturally and linguistically.
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Cashinahua attitudes about sex and sexualitv

Among the Cashinahua, both males and females f ind sex a source of
considerable pleasure. Although a male may gain satisfaction f rom a quick romp
resultinq
his-glgasm* his sexual services will be in short demand unless ne
_ in
\_^-^_-,U
Pelitsfies thE sEi-ual-neeAs ot hi1*pg$1g1. Although maritat fidetity is enjoined,

infide|ityiSe|ievethegossip.Extra-marita|sexisa

game enjoyed by both sexes, subject to clearly enunciated rules: (1) ntt such

affairs must be carried out with discretion so as not to become a public scandal
which would embarrass one's spouse, and (2) affairs must not infringe on the
conjugal rights of the spouses.
Most male informants spoke of females as sexually insatiable once aroused, but
hard to get, cock-teasers who use their sexual lures to manipulate men. Women are
seen as the source of danger and pollution causing men to lose their skills as
hunters either through lack of attention to the dangers of the forest while engaged
in sexual fantasies or through contamination by menstrual blood or other unKnown

female secretions which cause inaccurate shooting.

,.
{

Most female informants spoke of males as assertive and

demanding,

oPPortunistic, always on the make, promising more than they can deliver, and mor e
concerned about their own satisfaction than that of their partner. Women reward a

sensitive|overmarkswhichmenwearasinsigniaoftheir
virility- All women fear an unw.ntetl--pregnancy which could result ln a painful
abortion or infanticide of the newborn.
Both sexes believe that unbridled promiscuity is bad because it promotes social
tension and provokes jealousy.
; men say
that women withhold sexual favois in order to maniputJte nren, wonren complain
that
there are too few real lovers. This scarcity is further exacerbated by polygyny,
by female infanticide, and by extension of the incest taboo so as to exclude for
both marriage and sexual relations all but persons belonging to the kin class

opposite sex cross cousins.

Cashinahua attitudes about meat

All Cashinahua agree that meat is the essential ingredient in any meal; without
meat no meal is complete. Given the largely unrealized ideal of about one kilo of
meat per adult per d"y, meat is almost always seen as being in short supply.
Despite an abundance of vegetables and f ruits and only raiely a nutritional'ly
inadequate supply of meat, the Cashinahua frequently complain that they are pinsi,
hungry for meat, while acknowledging that they are not hungry, buni. MEfTs
used to create, to maintain, and/or facilitate social relationships an-dno ritual is
deemed a success unless there is an abundance of meat. I have never heard anv
Cashinahua say they had too much meat.
Cashinahua views about economic exchanges

Cashinahua economic life is characterized by a sharp division of labor and
spheres of influence. Men are expected to hunt and fish, to clear and plant
gardens, to make all the tools used by them and their female kin, to build houses,
and to make the ceremonial regalia (except for woven objects). They are expected
to operate in the public sphere and are responsible for all political decision making
regarding intra- and inter- village relations, for maintaining harmonious relationi
with the spirit world, and for exploiting the forest. Women are expected to bear
and care for children, to cook food and care for the household, help to plant
gardens, to harvest crops, to plant, harvest, and spin cotton and weave all cotton
products, to fish and gather fnuits, nuts, and herbs. They are expected to
operate in the domestic sphere and are responsible for the running of their
household.

3

Informants speak of the following exchanges between men and women. Men
give women gardens; women give men cooked food. Men give women a house in a
peaceful village; women give men a tranquil, orderly household. Men give women
meat; women give men sons
in a patrilineal system, a matter of no small
concern. Men give women sexual pleasure; women give men sexual pleasure.
Conclusions and discussion

ls Siskind justified in postulating the economy of sex? lf we limit our
attention only to extra-marital affairs among the Cashinahua, the answer would be
affirmative. Men are expected to reward their extra-marital sexual partners with
gifts of meat, beads, perfume, etc. (l do not know if this is a case of reciprocity
or love-for-sale, i.e., exchange based on the law of supply and demand. ) lf ,
however, w€ focus our attention on the relationship between husbands and wives,
the answer must be a resounding no.,
cal.
That does not mean that wives do ffivors
as a means ofmotivating their husbands to hrnt;__th"y__dg* But they may also withhold sexual
favors for a multiplicity of other reasons as a way of manipulating their husbands.
Men may also refuse to have sex with their wives, ffiay refuse to hunt, or as
happens more frequently give their catch to their mothers or sisters, or in the case
of a polygynous union - to the co-wife, as a way of showing displeasure with them.
Nor does it mean that there is no connection between sex and meat. Male
informants often told me as we trudged back to the village with baskets full of meat
on our backs that their wives would be sexually nesponsive after receiving the
catch. \ A man expects his wife with a stomach full of meat to be more open to his
---S€xual advances; in fact she may well be the aggressor. This, lwould argue/ is
not economics but domestic politics.
Finally, like the Sharanahua the Cashinahua have special hunts connected with
trynY
huu"8 ceremonial occasions during which the women exhort by song the men to go
hunting, to shoot lots of animals, and to bring back an abundance of meat (Siskind
.y
1973a:233). Unlike the Sharanahua, among the Cashinahua it is all the women of
4
,,n
lw
each manniage section who exhort and encourage all the men of the linked marriage
section. And no hunter in the group stands out as more successful in these special
hunts because the catch is equally distributed to all the participants. lf they are
successful, all get their reward. But, this is extra-marital sexual activity which is
not expected to continue beyond the ceremonial frame.
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DELIGHTS AND DANGER
NOTES ON SEXUALITY

IN THE UPPER XINGU

Patrick Menget
Universit5 de paris X Naterre

It is always tempting to account for" the widely variable notions of sex and
gender across cultures in terms of a single, powerful model/ encompassing the
general synthetic concept of culture and relating it to a biologically based definition
of human nature. ln this regard, Murphy's overview of sexual determinism opposes
two very general traits of human sexuality, male initiative and female restraint
which he finds grounded eventually in the physiology of sex. Neither the fact that
he resorts to an explanation initially put forward by the famous humorist Mark
Twain nor the obvious appeal that these ideas may have for a western audience
should deter us from seriously examining them. So sexuality is pictured as a kind
of flip-flop device, where availability is the crucial variable: women are in all-time
readiness, men naturally switch back and forth from excitation to neutrality ('rthe
requirements of male sexual performance are more rigid,,Murphy 1977). This
digital ecology of sex seems to be species-specific, since we know that most of our
primate congeners have intermittent sexual availabilty for both sexes; culture acts
powerfully to reverse the scales , by artificially putting value on the female sex.
Human societies organize scarcity of women by various means, thus offsetting the
lesser sexual capacity of men. However this supply-side economics of sex is open
to question on at least two grounds.
It is by no means certain that sexuality can function to qeproduce the species
without some built-in software; for at least one hundred years',' psychologists have
established the importance of desire in sexuality and advanced interesting
hypotheses on its social genesis and maturation. One does not need to adduce
sexual malfunctions or psychopathology to recognize that sexual pursuits are
pre-ordained by some sort of fundamental drive, both complex and evolutive in
man's socialization. Besides, the cyclical nature of female physiology is not only a
check on woman's sexual availability (and even this point is functionally
questionable) but fraY, thr"ough the hormonal system, feed back into the sexual
"capacity" , i .e. , make it variable. Separating sexual urge and sexual capacity
seems to be a highly artificial exercise since a superior potential which is not
actualized is unlikely to be recognized and hence determinant. ln most human
inter-sexual encounters, but not all, sexual desire leads to sexual and/or
reproductive activity and sexual want is a complex phenomenon, subject to
important variations in both sexes, directly affecting the particular competence of
each sex. Thus the ascribed attitudes of 'rinitiative" and restraintil may well
characterize empirically some aspects of gender contrast but they can hardly be
seen as the consequences of a purely physiological basis of sexuality.
As to the second part of the argument/ the cultural valorization of women as
scarce, Sis kind attempts to show that this artifact generates competition between
men/ as well as a drive for hunting and raiding neighbors for women. Even though
she does not really put the hypothesis to a test (1973a:236) she offered it as a
model for gender relations in Amazonian societies, possibly valid with some
modification in other culture areas. lt is interesting to examine the "meat for sex't
paradigm in its original ethnognaphic context. The author has been struck by the
relative frequency, at least in the rainy season, of the collective hunt, and vividly
describes its organization. The ceremonial and festive aspects of this hunt are
very prominent: women have the initiative, the exchange of corn-meal prepared by
the women with game brought by the men is ritualized, the pairing off of
"meat-lovers" is patterned by habit, collective sex-antagonism is playfully acted-out
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(in the stinging nettle mock-battle) and prestige is emphasized at the expense of
competition. Whereas the hunting skills of each hunter are displayed, the special
rrthe sfr itt in
ru les of d istrib ution neutra ize th e d iffe ren ces among th e men
distribution pattern equalizes available hunting skills as men hunt, for households
other than their own" (1973b: 101). In effect, there is no meat for sex bartering
in this complex ritual, since the pairing of lovers usually follows existin!
relationships , and what is actually obtained is extra meat (by daily standards of
consumption ) through a display of sexual alternatives, i. e. a public reminder that
sexual links exist outside the bonds of matrimony. With regard to the author's
contention that "the successful hunter is usually the winner in the competition for^
womenrr (1973b:96) the Sharanahua data do not really bear it out, the worst hunten
of the group is married and has a mistress, but no second wife (idem:107) and the
author concedes that it may have been more verified in the past. More generally,
one might raise doubts about this association between successful hunting and/or
fishing and being a lady-killer. In a detailed account of Mehinaku love-affairs,
Gregon singles ou_t some champions who are not very industrious fishermen; they
are young and en_jgy the sport,.some of them probably at the expense of the daily
catch (1977:132-49). The Txicjo, a Carib-speaking iribe of central Brazil, while
they value hunting skills very highly (and formeily boldness and endurance at
war), do not seem to neward good hunters more than others. lf the argument is
focused on the relationship between hunting skills and polygyny, there may be a
better fit, but other skills will appear to be equally associated with polygynous
husbands/ oratory and "chiefly" endowment, shamanistic knowledge and po*".r,
and, presumably chance factors (such as the availability of two sisters in a
permitted or preferred category). Even when polygyny is numerically significant
for the sex ratio, the imperative of redistribution to other domestic unitj selects
generous individuals as well as skilled hunters, "prestige accrues to the generous
hunterrr, (idem:96), moral qualities along with technicai ones. A bigger lomestic
unit allows for more than one way of being generous, and will increEe, through
the number of its dependant males, the probabilities of a regular and abundant
meat-supply. Meat is almost universally valued in Amazonian societies, but relative
affluence depends on the balance between production of vegetable food-stuff and
the catch of meat, which in turn rests on patterned cooperation between the sexes
and between the affines within a household.
To turn back to the Sharanahua special hunt-ritual, its symbolism is then more
relevant than its actual contribution to economics : ( 1 ) The women act as a
collective body/ cross-cutting the daily household membership, and publicize their
side of the meat vs. vegetable exchange, and the obligation of reciprocity on the
male's part; (2) The opposition between the sexes is acted out in a highly
patterned fashion where sex-play is more collective than individualized. There is
symmetry between the accusations of one sex to the other: poor hunting, just as
poor gardening and/or collecting is impute$ to an excess of sexual activity with an
exclusive emphasis on extra-marital affairs'. lf meat brings sexual reward, sexual
gratification may endanger the return of meat; (3) In the same movement, women
provoke an exhibition of individual differences in hunting skills and prevent this
competition from being the source of inequalities in meat consumption. Thus the
ritual enhances the dangers of for^getting cooperation among men and household.
The men are kept in their line of duty in a double wdy, being reminded that
bringing meat is an inescapable part of their contract, and that there exist
alternate ways of fulfilling the mutal obligations of the sexes. Female initiative in
this ritual is likely to be a reversal of the normal pattern of illegitimate sex, where
men make the demands on women. However, the possibility exists that men
collectively demand a return performance from the women, in the form of a fishing
expeditioq and, seeminglyr ES a retaliator^y measure against excessive female
demands. "
I
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The ways in which Sharanahua men and women play on the sexual code in one
of their major ceremonies evokes at once may parallels in Amazonian societies .

will now examine

of the

I

by which the Upper Xingu people establish and
contrast sexes and genders, focussing on the one hand on a pan-Xingu myth telling
how the women once broke apart from men and set up their own female society, on
the other hand on the ritual hunt of the Txic5o, which enhances cooperation of the
sexes and also brings to mind many similar"ities with the Sharanahua festival.
In the Upper Xingu, during my field-work with the Txic6o, I was struck oy
the important difference in,* the conception and practice of sexroles between the
TxicSo and the Xinguanos.
When a group of TxicSo women were visiting the
Yawalapiti village, the men were playing the Jakui flutes in the men's house, and
the visitors were told by some Yawalapiti women that they would all be raped if
they tried to see the flutes and even if they saw them by accident. The TxicSo
were furious, and in the village at night the men poked fun at these ridiculous
antics; in their own lives they had nothing to hide from the women. Admittedly,
the Txiciro are recent intruders in the Upper Xingu (from Lower Xingu), were at
war with the Xinguanos through the 1960's (Menget 1982) and speak a Carib
language not understood in the Upper Xingu, but the division of labor has the same
sexual basis, and the Txicdo mythology, on first inspection looks like a jumble of
Xinguano themes. However, whereas Xinguano myths and rituals enhance collective
sexual antagonism, Txicdo myths are silent on this theme and rituals stress sexual
some

means

coooeration.

One f undamental Xinguano myth is specif ically concerned with the collective
antagonism between the sexes, the story of the Yamorikuma women. At least one
ritual by the same name explicitly refers to episodes of this myth and systematically
disguises the women as men / both in their attire and in their ceremonial activities
(dancing, singing, wrestling). The examination of three versions of this myth'
particularly of their differences, reveals the danger inherent in sexual r"elations.The men are preparing for a festival and they go fishing for the women (MB); the
men went fishing aften the ear-piercing festival, in order to feed their boys, still
in seclusion, their first meal of fish (VB, PM). The absence of men is very long.
The women decide to transform themselves into spirits by magical means (MB); they
decide to hold the hair-cutting ritual for the boys on their own/ because they hear
that their husbands are turning into forest animals, and the women become spirits
(VB); the men decide to carry on and abandon the women because of gossip and
"bad words" of the women against their husbands, and through a messenger (a
father doing couvade who stayed in the village) keep cheating the women in their
intentions and sending them Navira (unidentified coconut) instead of fish, the men
gradually turn into wild animals (PM). The women start dancing, in and out of the
village, with male ornaments. They follow a giant armadillo (VB, pM); they dance
away with the initiated children which they throw in a lake, where they become fish
(VB); the men try to grab the women and entice them to stay with fish, but they
escape and disappear (MB, PM, VB). They are still roaming and singing, in and

out of villages, attracting other women from them (VB); they go across
(underneath?) a river, half of them are eaten by fish, the rest settle somewhere in
the south by a river (MB); they attract women from the villages they come close
to, and also seduce men from these villages, as lovers; they took away all the
men's paraphernalia, including weapons and jakui and settled far away, building a
village (PM).
This story is really about genders more than about the sexes, and one feels
tempted to say that the Xinguanos recognize more than two genders, by lumping
together incomplete, partial or immature male or female beings into a third one.
The initiates are neither children their ears have bled, nor are they male
adults they are still in seclusion; the father of the new-born cannot go fishing;
both categories of beings are intenmediary between the men and the women, and will
become or return to, either sex. More generally, activities or rituals involving
blood (mur^der, menstruation, ear-piercing, childbirth) and possibly more abstract
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notions linked to blood (menarche, acquisition of secondary sexual characters by
male adolescents, acquisition of spirit-power) suspend the routine rmembershion in
each sex / impose seclusion and special prohibitions on food (primarily fish -- game
is a rare item in-Tfi6-?iet) and sex. Xinguano societies do not simply recognize
transitory states of being , they single out, physically mark off , and ' organize- the
lives of this incomplete gender. when it is ceremonially sung and dancEd by the
community of women in front of their men, Yamonikuma is also a morality play aUout
the proper reciprocal behavior of men and women. Whether it is the' men who
complain about their wives' behavior'(as in the PM version) and decide to break the
"fish for bread" economic contract, or the women who notice a lack of cooperation
from the men (Mg version), the outcome of such violation is serious indeed, since
men become somewhat infra-human and animal-like, and women, left to their own
devices, easily transform into super-human beings with superior powers. The
linkage of the fishing expedition with initiation further reinforces
symbolic need
for sexual cooperation: the initiates need both sexes to become this
male adults, even
though the men appear to be exclusively in charge of them after ear-piercing. lt
is noteworthy that the female initiation nitual, imposing on female initiates the uluri
bark pubic cover (as much an emblem of womanhood as pierced
ears
manhood) uses many of the Yamorikuma songs, so much so that its performance
".E-TT
is
ordinarily, if not always linked with that o1 the Yamonikuma. This parallelism of
male and female role-acquisition is a constant, though litile discussed, feature of
X-inguano society. Women have their own chiefs, witTr specific statug-marks, their
rituals, and are considened capable of acquiring spirit-power.b They are
potentially dangerous if the normal pattern of cooperation is not respected; once
men break away from them, their sexuality is a threat to men, their powers of
agression are those of spirits. The Yamorikuma myth is explicitiy about the rules
of married life. Whereas the Sharinahua special hunt oeait with it through
the
ritual pairing of lovers; in the Xingu case men are committing a double oifenre,
withdrawing their pnoduction as well as depriving their wives of sex. In a
strikingly parallel fashion, the first offense is punished by the succession of women
f nom society and the second one by the release of female sexual agg r^essiveness.
Another aspect of the Yamorikuma myth needs to be uncovered. In the VB
version, the women leave with the Jakui, a male possession par excellence. The
Jakui or "sacred flutes" are very poGTut water spirits, they were actually caught
ln a tisfr net by a mythic hero, and their performance is both dangerous to the
male players and taboo under penalty of gang rape to the sight of women. However
there is also a widespread Xinguano myth telling how originally the women
possessed.the Jakui, played them, and had all the attributes of the male gender.
A male chief, or Sun, and his brothen, Moon"rin some versions, decided to frighten
the women away. They made bull-roarersr' started playing them; the rebellion
succeeded in overturning the social order, thus establishing today's configuration of
sex and gender roles. lt appears then that, at the mythical level, the Jakui and
the Yamorikuma form a couple. What had once been a woman's possess-ion could
revertE-Teml One detail of the PM version completes this association. When the
women fent a boy-messenger to the fishing camp of the men they gave him a
kuluta,- a flute smaller than Jakui. Pretending to swallow the men's lies about
their ill-luck at fishing, he sawTEfish and filled his kuluta flute with it. A flute
similar to Jakui, if less powerful, is the instrument wiiE--ilfrTch the women steal the
fish that the men owe them and their sons. lf women can put the kuluta to such
use/ there is no reason they should not take the next step, domestiEEThe Jakui
power, that is, become catchers (or killers) of fish. In the actual YamorifGi5
ceremonial, Monod Becquelin noticed that one of the songs, kanua (prohibition of
whatever kind, usually on sex and/or food) has the same meioat as one of the
Jakui.-tunes, and she quotes one informant "when the women sing kanua ual, the
men listen and recognize these songs; when the men play the Jakui-TluTes, the
women know they have been heard, for they recognize thein own songs" (1982).

w
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Thus the musical expression of prohibition is a genuine dialogue between
sexes;
the most sacred instrument of the men echoes the singing oitne all-femalethefestival,
and this solemn, emotion-laden form of communicatiJn lmphatically reiterates the
complementary requirements of negative prescriptions. lt has been
that the
Jakui complex (e.g.Mundurucu flutes, Yurupari) was a symbolicsaid
and
through the threat of gang rape/ means of enforcing the unequal division ofactual,
labor
between the sexes and male domina(ion. lwould propore a different interpretation.
The sanction of political violation" of this taboo may be nothing more than a
reminder, in political terms, that the whole cultural f4Fric would be rent by a
dangerous conjunction between woman and spirit-power;'u *or"n actually hear the
prohibitive message and send it back to melE ears at the occasion of yimorikuma.
The myth warns men, should they forget their role, of an impending catastrophy of
the same naturg as the conjunction of women and water--spirits, a naturalization of
men and an awful increase in woman-power. The difference is in the degree of the
sanction; men have political power that women do not wield, but p-rohibitions
(including male prohibitions around the Jakui, producing great anxiety, ie".s in the
player's eye...) are the common stuff of-Iife for both -sexes. on the continuum
between conceived or displayed sexual antagonism and orderly, harmonious, sexual
complementarity which characterizes relations between the 'sexes in the upper
Xingu, the exigencies of prohibitions maintain the necessary separations with nature
and generlte. a, third/ ever-provisional gender, the recluse.
Ine lxtcao' who as recently as twenty years ago/ used to raid the Xinguanos
to capture children of both sexes and steal ceramics, did not capture
women.
There was / however a definite sexual element in their interest in captives.
Explicitly justifying their war activity as a revenge fon'naturalrrdeaths caused by
enemy witchcraft, the TxicSo incorporated the caplives first as substitutes for the
dead, then as they were socialized as Txic5o, as privileged sexual partners/
without ever becoming legitimate husbands or wives; they we-re called nloversr by
the sexual partners on ilpets'r by the generation of the ciptors. Begetting children
by the captive females or having children sired by captive males waJnigniy valued;
such offspring had the same status as "pure'r Txic5o .f itO."n. Symbolically they
had another value: insofar as they could remember foreign names - or
words - they would be asked to become name-givers. Thus / wan dideven
not
necessarily result in an increase of polygyny, and famous warriors, both
prestigious and feared for their [fiercenessrr diO not seem to be more polygynous
than others; in fact, even before the drastic demographic reduction Urolghiabout
by viral diseases in the late 1950's, polyandry existeO Ootn as a stable mitrimonial
arrangement and.as a recognized temporary union between a woman/ a man and his
bnother or sister's son. The case may or may not be ethnographically exceptional,
but the Txic5o certainly view it as normal; tensions exist betiveen co-husbands, but
do not seem much worse than tensions among brothers in general. So, neither
warfare nor the institution of polygyny among the Txic5o can- be considered to be
geared to competition for women.
The Txicdo, unlike their Xinguano neighbours, hunt more than they fish.
Their sexual division of labor corresponds to the general Amazonian pattern; women
practice some forms of fishing like net-fishing as well as collecting'and harvesting
manioc, corn/ beans, etc. The TxicSo stresl cooperation between the sexes both
within the domestic units, within the multi-family house, and in the gardens.
However, what most sharply distinguishes them from their neighbours is the form of
their initiation ritual. The Pomeli is a long-drawn affair, tasling for the best part
of the 4 to 5 month dry seaEif,culminating in the tattoing of the tribal mark, the
macawrs €Ye, on the cheeks of both boys and girls of 7 - 10 years of age. There
are many stages in this initiation festival. I will only stress the occasions where
the sexes are confronted ritually. The dancing that accompanies all moments of the
ceremony is usually done by men in line, with women tagging along, holding their
shoulders, forming couples in random fashion; thus it miy nappen tnat a man is
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accompanied by his sister, or by his wife, though the latter is avoided. The most
common form of singing is a duet between a male-singer and a female one who
"answers" with the same words and chords/ on a higher pitch.
Depending on the supply of manioc and the willingness of the sponsors who
are generally MB and/or FZ to the initiates, there may be a special dance called
moigu, for which men take a huge water-proof basket lined with broad leaves which
contains manioc-beer made by the women (moigu is the name of the basket). The
main feature of the ritual is for the men to carry this basket around the village,
going in and out of the houses, while the singers sing. The men competite to
carry it on their shoulders, trying to stay as long as possible under its heavy
burden ' While they do this, the beer is actually dripping from the basket and
covering their bodies. Women the jokingly rush to them, wiping the beer from
their bodies with their hands and laughing. This, one of the highest pitch of
gaiety in village life, is usually followed by sexual encounters between lovers;
however there is no relationship between the virile exploits (staying long under the
burden) and the successful conclusion of an affair. Women pict tneir partner, and
they commonly choose a man whom they already have as a lover. In this instance,
the symbolism is clear: men compete in strength and skill, women acknowledge
their exhibition by taking sexual initiative; there is a definite esthetic element in
their desire. At a deeper level, it is the production of women as a collective booy

that is paraded by males, as if they were disputing the benefits of their activity.
Laten on in the festival season, people leave the village for the ritual hunt.
They divide themselves in two parts, the parents of the initiates, their sponsors
and their family go hunting for 10 - 25 days, the rest stay in the village. The
night before the departure/ men hold a special dance, called "the songi of the
animals". The women do not attend, under no special penalty. The songs all refer
to animal-spirits, and are whispered on the plaza, lest the "fathers" of the animal
species be angered and prevent a successful hunt. On this occasion, as in some
preparations for war (the weaving of the war-headdress is done separately from the
women, under a special shed, women would bring death the warriors if they were
prese.nt), w€ have the only compulsory collective separation of the sexes for the
Txicdo. The blood-complex is ciearly at work: separating men from female blood
insunes the proper and expected results
men ought to kill at war and not be
killed; they kill game and do not become game for the animals (as happens often in
myth ) .

The collective hunt which follows is led by a man called "the master of the
manioc"; since whole family groups take part in this hunt, they take a sizable
quantity of manioc flour, prepared by the women, and return when it is finished.
Two prohibitions are stressed during this time, the first on bathing (the smell of
sweat attracts the animals), the second on illegitimate sex. One can have sex with
one's spouse, not with a lover, otherwise game will not show up. Upon the return
of the hunters, the game is divided into three parts: the family baskets, the
children's basket (a huge thing, that men competitively carry back to the village,
taking turns under its burden) and the "lover's meatrr. While the children's game
is handed out to all the dancers and on-lookers during the last night of the
ceremony, the lovers' meat is distributed to all the women, regardless of age, who
stayed in the village by the representative of the huntens; this formal distribution
does not pair hunters and women in couples, and is not followed by extra-marital
sexual reward. What is stressed here is, once again, the proper contractual
economic basis of the relationship between the sexes, and a more subtle play on
different kinds of sexuality. An excess of sexual activity, that is, adding to a
legitimate relationship extra partners, endangers the pursuit of game and is
prohibited. However, an additional supply of meat beyond that provided by a
spouse/ i. e. , the lover's meat, is the normal reward for extra-marital sex. lt
seems as if the Txic5o, much as the Sharanahua, have their own double standard
for sexuality. Social order is predicated on both the domestication of sex in
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families and households and the exchange-relationship between complementary
producers; extra-domestic sex is a threat to the balance in the economic division of
labor because it endangers a more fundamental and complex relationship with the
natural world, and therefore can be allowed only insofar as the returns f rom
hunting and agriculture are thought of as abundant or even over-abundant. The
case of the Xinguanos is but a variant of this theme, putting the imbalance in the
normal exchange pattern as the cause of wild, awful, destructive sexual excess.
NOTES

i.

lf we are to believe Foucault (1980:46), concern for sex as a central drive in
human affairs has been a typically western concern for at least three

centu ries

:

"Peut-6tre aucun autre type de soci6t6 n'a jamais accumul6, et dans une
histoire relativement si courte, une telle quantit6 de discours sur le sexe.
De lui, il se pourrait bien que nous parlions plus que de toute autre
chose; nous nous acharnons I cette tdche, nous nous convainqouns par
un btrange scrupule que nous n'en disons jamais assez."

?.

4.

5.

"When men return from hunting with nothing to show, their wives sometimes
accuse them of meeting a woman to make love rathen than hunt. Men in turn
suspect their wives of carrying on love affairs while they search the forest for
game. Both are often correct'r (1973b:105).

My interpretation of this admittedly rare rrcounter-hunt'r rests on the absence
of a reciprocal gift of food by the men upon the return of the women, as if
men could react against abusive collective female demands either by abstention
or a parody of their ritual (1973b:101-102).
I'Xinguanoil seems to be accepted now to designate the inhabitants of the
different and interacting villages of the Upper Xingu; my fieldwork with the
Txicao, and occasional observation and contact with the Xinguanos/ took place
in 1968-69, 1972, 1975, 1977, 1980 for a total period of over two years.
The three versions have been labelled:
VB Kamayura origin, in O. Villas Boas (1973:123)
MB Trumai origin, in A. Monod Becquelin (1975:185)
PM Yawalapiti origin, ultimately from Kuikuru origin; in
unpu'blished dissertation, P. Menget (n. d . )

6. The possibility remains largely theoretical, but both the Waura and

the

7. The bullroarer festival, prominent in Waura, has some of the features of

the

Mehinaku have known female shamans.

Jakui, but not the terrible sanction. Bull-roarers are water-spirits, with fish
designs painted on them.

8. The kuluta (Kamayura) is not taboo to women but has the same tuning and is
often-E- to practice the Jakui songs. Both flutes are played normally by
men.

9.

I have not come across any verifiable case of gang-rape for breaking the Jakui
taboo, and one may suppose that the threat is more an expression of "terrible
things would happen" than a legal sanction.

10. A confirmation of this point may be found in the one exception to the taboo:

I
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a sick woman may be shown the .-Jakui f lutes; if she has dreamed about some
spirit that may be recognized as jakui or jakui-like, she may become the owner
of the Jakui festival. When womerts life-powers are failing, the Jakui ma76E
both the-Zause and a possible remedy for it.
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SEXED TIME

Bernard Arcand
Universite Laval

A notice sent to me last July by Michel Silverstein, Pnogram Editor for this
Congress/ specified that my presentation should last no more than 15 minutes.
There is an irony in the fact I shall be talking about a particular conception of
time, but, as you will see/ it is nevertheless appropr"iate for a man to try and deal
with the flexibility of time, with time that can be compressed or accelerated.
Fourteen minutes is a shor"t time when one is treading very familiar grounds.
My argument today rests on the analysis of a ritual, the analysis of a myth, the
links between myth and ritual, concepts of time and of relations between females
and males, all well-debated topics which should be approached in a scholarly way
with numerous references to Malinowski, Tambiah, Evans-Pritchard, Levi-Strauss,
Leach, and Susan Sontag. But I must ask you to consider here my conclusions
without being given the details of the clever analyses which serve to ground my
a

rgument.

The Cuiva, who live in the Eastern Plains of Colombia and who wene nomads
feeding themselves by hunting and gathering until settlers invaded their^ lands and
American missionaries tried to invade their mental space, offer a myth as
explanation for the origin of a particular collective ritual which I shall describe in a
minute. The myth relates the story of what happened following the death of the
only man who knew how to perform the ritual. His eldest son did not know the
songs or the details of the ritual and was thus unable to take over from his father.
His younger brother, a boy of 7 or 8, the dead man's youngest son, tells his
grandmother that he will replace his father and carry on the tradition. The
grandmother teaches him and, upon reaching the age of puberty, he marries his
step-mother, his fatherrs second wife, and leads the group in ritual singing and
dancing; but as he was young only young girls join in the dance and as he was
short he tired easily from holding taller men over their shoulders. And it is since
then the ritual is performed.
The story related by the myth is quite simple: a young boy replaces his
father both as leader of the ritual and as husband. Although only a young boy,
he comes to play the role of an adult and the whole myth is centered on his
becoming socially mature. To express the problem differently, this means that in
times of crisis the normal evolution of life can be culturally accelerated. lt seems
that the secret of this acceleration is precisely what the father knew and what his
son had to learn.
Many details of the myth point to this acceleration. The ritual, as described
in the myth, centers around the consumption of a particular palm fruit, which
people gather and cook: this is the customary way of making fruit juice, but only
when the fruit is green; ripe fruit is never cooked since it is no longer bitter. By
cooking the fruit, the Cuiva make it edible before time and thus accelerate the
development of the fruit which would have become 'rsweetrr naturally a few weeks
later. The words of the dancing songs also refer to the same process: to give
only one example, Teteto-veredi literally means to open by hand the leaves of a
young palm branch, pressing the leaves into an horizontal position, which is
precisely what would have happened had the branch been left to grow for a few
more weeks.

The possibility of accelerating natural time is of course made explicit in the
myth when the young boy marries his fatherrs wife although he is not socially old
enough to marry and although he should normally choose a woman of his own
generation. He becomes prematurely an adult and a member of his father's
generation.
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The myth also appears to be saying that such an acceleration can only

succeed

if natural time is negated, or at least in the absence of the strongest mankers of
natural time. I shall return to this point in a few minutes, but it is in this light
we should already note the remarkable absence, both in the myth and the ritual, of
women of child-bearing age. The term which ltranslate as I'grandmother'r is a
generic term for all female members of the second ascending generation and it is
also used as "old woman", which is applicable only after menopause. The young
girls who appear in the myth and participate in the ritual have not yet reached
puberty.
Finally, three small details from the myth which testify of the fact that
periodicity is related to water, rain, the rainy season, and the seasonal rise of the
rivers. The fruit which people collect and eat comes from the most solid of all
palm-trees: growing on raised ground, it provided, in another myth, food to the
only survivor of the flood which once covered the earth. Having collected the
fruit, people build an especially large shelter where they prepare the juice fully
protected from the rains. The myth specifies a particular type of flute to be used
in the ritual and what distinguishes this flute from other flutes (made from fruit
also used for making calabashes) is that it floats best when falling in the water.
It is now time to turn our attention to the rutual as performed today. The
decision to hold this ritual can be taken at any time of year, as long as there are
enough people in camp, dr"ugs are available, and there is the possibility of catching
a lot of game. Given these conditions, adult men might discuss the idea of holding
a ritual, select a leader fon the dance and stant dancing, not in the usual way, but
holding each other on the shoulders and forming a circle. Unmarried young girls,
roughly between the ages of 8 and 10, dance between the men, whom they hold by
the waist. Holding the ritual also means that the men will make a special effort at
producing as much meat as possible. During the fifteen days or so of the ritual,
as the hunters bring back the food to camp, each man gives the game he has
produced to one of the young girls taking part in the dance. The young girls
are supposed to cook the food and then give it back to the hunters and everyone
else in camp. These are the only two activities of the ritual: dancing with young

girls every late afternoon for one-half hour and giving them plenty of meat. For all
the rest, life carries on as usual.
When I witnessed this ritual, there were some 80 people in camp, 11 adult men
took part and the 6 young girls who joined them were in fact the only girls of the
right age available in camp. Although the meat-giving relationship remains constant
during the two weeks of the ritual, the choice of whom to give or f rom whom to
receive as well as the choice of with whom to dance, are not based on kinship
relations: the statement is simply that adult men give meat to young girls. And
here again, women of child-bearing age are totally absent.
Without turning this into a general statement on the relation of myth to ritual
in society, lwould suggest this particular ritual offers a prolongation of the
previous myth and that it constitutes its inversion and the negation of its main
effort.

Let us first consider the two types of food. The myth is centered around the
preparation of a fruit juice while the ritual can only be held when there is plenty
of meat. Each food is cooked but, to the Cuiva, this leads to very different
results. Cooking fruit eliminates its bitterness and make it edible before time, thus
accelerating a natunal process. On the contrary, cooking meat makes it dry and
stops its natual evolution towards the state of rottenness which is the fate of all
living things left undisturbed by culture.
Secondly, according to the rules of food prestation based on kinship, a man
gives meat only to a wife or to a woman in the marriageable kin category. The
adult men who dance and give meat to young girls take the role of a husband to
them; and, in return, the young girls cook this food and behave as the proper
wives of these men.
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All in all, but leaving aside much details, it seems that, as the young boy of
the myth replaced his father, the adult men of the ritual become members of the
boy's generation and now have young girls as marriage partners. The behaviours
are reciprocal: the boy marries a member of the men's generation; they behave as
husbands to the women of the boy's generation. By doing this, the men are trying
to dissociate themselves from the young boy and reject the possibility of his ever
becoming a member of their own generation. Their behaviour marks clearly the
distinction between generations: as the boy marr"ies an adult woman, they "marry"
young girls; and members of two successive generations should never be confused.
This is stated very clearly by the Cuiva kinship system and marriage rules, but
there is a need here, following the myth, to restate the rule and, as it were/
re-establish the normal order of things.
Why is this important, or why is this myth so disturbing? The point I wish to
argue can be summarized very briefly. Levi-Strauss (1968:421) has expressed the
view that female puberty rituals are always intended to produce an interiorization
by the girl of the notion of periodicity, and that this is important mostly for women
who are by naturerrperiodical beingsrr. The Cuiva seem to be stating the opposite:
the notion of periodicity is most important for men, precisely because, by nature,
men are notrrperiodical beings". The myth demonstrates that given fire and a few
other cultural inventions, it is possible to play games with time and abolish natural
periodicity. Conversely the ritual, starting where the myth ends, re-introduces
the notion of periodicity and re-affirms a desire to respect and not accelerate
natural time. This insistence on periodicity is mostly important for men since, as
they are not "periodical beings"/ men are more vulnerable to an acceleration of
natural time which can only lead to death.
However, this is only half of the story. The myth and the ritual are very
much male affairs: acted out by men, they serve as a lesson to men. But part of
the lesson is that failing to respect periodicity would destroy the social order,
precisely because society is composed of men and women.
In a number of ways, the Cuiva associate women with natural periodicity. At
the beginning of time there was only perpetual day and women were responsible for
the creation of the daily cycle of night and day. The menstrual cycle is seen as
parallel to the cycle of the moon. Women say they become pregnant mostly at the
beginning to the rainy season. Adult men even measure their own age in relation
to the age of their wives, the number of her pregnancies and whether she has
passed menopause.
lf I had more

than a few minutes left, I would try and show how this dancing
rutual constitutes the male equivalent of a womanrs puberty ritual, the only other
communal ritual in Cuiva culture. The central theme of the dancing ritual is to
stress the importance of periodicity for men who are seen as less aware than women
of the passing of time. ln the puberty ritual, it is obvious that time has passed:
the young woman enters a new phase of her life during which she might give birth.
During the puberty ritual, society makes a statement on the nature of marriage as
an agent of transformation into yet another phase of a womanrs life, that of a no
longer menstruating pregnant woman. And the statement becomes a general
declanation on the reproduction of life and the complementary roles of males and
females.

In other words, the Cuiva use a woman's passage into a new physiological age
and invest it with social significance. There is nothing novel in this, for, as
Hastrup (1978) recently reminded us, women's bodies have often been used as social
markers because they are marked by nature in a way that invites the use of these
bodies in other than just sexual ways. ln contrast, men are just men all the time.
However, wB should be careful not to add to the Cuiva context dimensions which
might be perfectly true elsewhere. First, the various stages of a woman's life are
not related to her sexuality since women, like men, are assumed to be sexually
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active all thein lives. The concept of virginity would be hilarious. secondly, we
would be pressing the ethnography il imposing here a oomination by males or a
contrasting separation of sexual activities into reproduction and pleasure.
All anthnopologists know that biological facts are usualiy transformed into
meaningful cultural categories, but we have become such experts at these iutturat
elaborations and at understanding how cultures can and do often."rr".r.--tn"
natural order, that we might at times forget some essential biological facts - The
Cuiva remind us of one such fact: that maternity is far more spectacular and
d ramatic than patern ity .
ln the minute or so left, let me try and relate this to the argument developed
by Robert Murphy (1977) which serves as impetus for this symposium. Cuiva
women would probably giggle at the report that in many societies females are
restrained while men take the initiative. But their main disagreement would be with
a footnote (page 19), where Murphy explains that his paper is "concerned only with
sexuality per se and not with other aspects of the reproductive cycle". They
would point out that during an important and long phase of a woman's life/ sex can
not be so casually distinguished and sepanated from reproduction. Without denying
Murphyrs point that women's natural sexual drive is often muted or repressed by
cultures, the argument cannot totally neglect one obvious universal biological fact:
it is women who become pregnant for nine months, while men are just men
all
the time.
The last 30 seconds of this presentation would be enough for the Cuiva to
remind us of the birds and the bees by explaining that women are periodical beings
who risk being transformed and aged through sex. They might even consider
Murphy's argument to be the "folk" model produced by a society where generalized
contraception has played games with natural time and rendered adult women
equivalent to young girls and grandmothers.
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SEX AND POWER IN SIONA SOCIETY

E. Jean Langdon
Cedar Crest College

Both Amazonian and New Guinean cultures have been characterized by Naomi
Quinn as having a sex-antagonism complex (1977:216). Elements of this complex
include gang rape, concern with female pollution/ preoccupation with male sexual
depletion, elaborate and secret male ceremonial activities, and hostile and
antagonisitc interpersonal relations between the sexes. Often the antagonism is
justified by a myth of a prior matriarchy (Bamberger 1974) in which women
originally dominated and controlled powen. Men eventually seized control and

dominated women.
Various explanations have been offered for the existence of such a complex.
These include an exchange of meat for sex (Siskind 1973a; Holmberg 1959); a
psychoanalytic- approach centering on problems of masculine identification (Murphy
and Murphy 1974; Bamberger 1974); and more recently a structuralist interpretation
emphasizing the need for male solidarity (S. Hugh-Jones 1979; Shapiro 1982). In
discussing this complex, Quinn (1977:217) has been correct in stating that it is
difficult to argue for" a unitary explanation for the complex as a whole. Features of
the complex are differently distributed and emphasized among the societies sharing
this complex as well as incorporated into wholly different views of women and
r"estricted to different male-female relationships. Although she was referring to the
variations between the Amazon and New Guinea, her statement is applicable to the
Amazon itself. Before we can adequately explain reasons for its existence, it is
necessary for us to explore the range of variation and search for a number of
factors that affect the variations.
This paper has two purposes. The first is to describe a Western Tukanoan
group, the Siona of the Northwest Amazon, in which many elements of the complex
exist but in which relations between the sexes are based on mutual respect,
reciprocity, and sharing with minimum expression of hostility and antagonism. The
second purpose is to identify the factors that affect the culture of gender. In this

discussion, the interplay between ideology and the culture of gender will be
examined, for it is the interaction between ideology and factors such as access to
prestige, the degree of sexual segregation, and the nature of kinship that mark the
Siona as atypical. To clarify the role of these factors, comparison is made with the
Barasana, an Eastern Tukanoan group with whom the Siona share similar ideology
but which has marked sexual antagonism (C. Hugh - Jones 1979; S. Hugh - Jones
1

979)

.

ldeologv and the Siona Universe:

The two principle concerns in Siona cosmology include (1) the forces of life
death
and (2) the reciprocal relations between the sexes. The forces of life
and
death
ane
and
expressed through the recognition that humans grow (as well as all
phenomenon)
natural
other
and that humans die. Growth is associated with green
(in terms of both color and state of maturation), freshness, good health, and
fatness. Death is symbolized by darkness, rottenness, sickness, old og€, and
thinness. The process of life and death in humans, animals, and plants is
analogous to the waxing and waning of the moon. With respect to the sexes, it is
the conjunction of the two sexes that create offspring, and the principle of female
creativity is expressed in beliefs about the origins of domesticated plants, jungle
animals, fish, pottery, and certain cultural practices.
The Siona describe the universe as composed of two sides. One side, called
'rthis siderrr is the reality we perceive through our ordinary senses: the people,
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their gardens, homes, animals, and plants; the river and its fish; and the jungle
and its animals. The "other side" is similar to an alternate reality that consists of
the supernatural forces and realms that lie behind everything In this side. lt
consists of five ascending levels, each one containing several domains inhabited by
various supernatural beings. Each domain replicates the other in that it is
populated by beings (called people) who live a life similar to that which we see in
'rthis side". Married couples live in houses. Their architecture, clothing, food,
furniture, and utensils are similar to those on this side. Community structure is
also similar. Each community of beings is led by a head spirit, and his followers
are called the people of the spirit. For instance, the Sun is surrounded by red
dancing women and men who help guide his motor canoe which travels across the
sky t'iver each day. ln the forest, the animals live under the ground in a house
with their parents. When a shaman journeys to such a house, he may approach one
of the parents to request their children for a hunt. Life in the river follows the
same pattern, although the key principle parent of the fish is female, while in the
jungle it is male. They both have their respective spouses.
The Siona claim that their own cultural practices and material culture are
attempts to emulate the beautiful people in the other domains. They know the
other side through visions produced by the hallucinogen, vag'e (Banisteriopsis sp.),
ca||ed||medicine|'bythem.Whentheydescribetheirvisionaryffi
include detailed descriptions of how these people live. Particular attention is paid
to the reciprocal rights and obligations of the two sexes. Ongoing social life

requires the mutual reciprocity of sex roles.
Besides reciprocity, the concept of reproduction stands out as a theme in their
ideology concerning the working of the universe. Today the Siona have very few
narratives equivalent to what has been called "mythic time" by other Amazonian

ethnologists. However, there are a number of female spirits and
narratives about them. lmportant to this image of women is that all things have
their mother, including animals, people, p_lants, and even phenomenon such as
sores. Shamans have their mother, the Yag6 Mother, who appears in a vision early
in shamanistic training. The apprentice must face his own death in this vision and
then be reborn as a child of the Yag5 Mother (Langdon 1979b). The concept of
mother as origin in the supernatural realm is carried into daily life. Everyone and
everything has its mother. One example that is particularly characteristic of the
way this concept is applied to daily life comes from a comment made by a woman
when looking at sores on her child's scalp. She came looking for a remedy to cure

the sores and as she watched me apply the medicine, she identified the largest of
them as the "mother'r of the others.
The foregoing is a simplified description of a complex ideological system and
attributes associated with female spirits and their activities. Both sexes have a
variety of images associated with them. On the whole, most spirits are male and it
is their activities that affect most events in daily life. Although there are
dangerous female spirits, they are outnumbered by males. Female spirits are linked
most often to positive contributions to culture, such as the Mother of Clay who
taught the Siona how to make pottery. There is no myth of matriarchy; however,
one myth describes an early social order in which men menstruated and women did
-nert. This was reversed by the Moon, who became angry at some women teasing
him. He threw red paint between the legs of women, and from that time men and
women have been the way they

are. Other narratives characterize women as having

overly large appetites, thus depriving their husbands of what right they have to
eat. ln one myth about the Frog Mother, there is an association between woman's
sexual voraciousness, food, and male depletion. Finally, women are associated with
pollution during menstruation, pregnancy, and post partum. However, the concern
with pollution should not be viewed as a direct condemnation of women or fear of
their powers. Women are said to have an odor that attracts evil spirits, and these
spirits bring disruption to ritual activities or illness to shamans, women, and their
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children. Since husbands are linked to their wives' reproductive processes/ they
are also contaminated when their wives are and must observe taboos during the
same times.

Access

to Power and Prestige:

The other side of reality is the source of life on this side. The activities of
the spirits influence all events on this side. The change of seasons comes as the
Sun cleans his mirror so that it ref lects his large crown of red macaw feathers.
The rains come when the Thunder People are having a party and spilling chicha,
the native beer, on this side. The dangers of the forest come from the spirits that
live in the trees. The trees are their houses and appear as human houses when
one is journeying on the other side. Thus, agriculture, hunting, gathering, and
health are dependent on contact with the spirits'activities, for it is the spirits
which lie behind success, misfortune and health. Mediation between the two sides
is an important concern of the Siona, and the mediators are men. As shamans,
they are able to enter into the other side and influence the spirits through the
ritual ingestion of hallucinogens.
The major distinction between the relative valuing of the sexes comes from
menrs control of ritual activities and male control of power in the supernatural
realm. ln traditional soclety, every Siona male strives to become two things: (1)
to become an excellent hunter that he may provide for his household, (2) to become
a shaman, or "one who sees." Every Siona male is expected to go as far as
possible in gathering the knowledge and power that will enable him to travel in the
supernatural realms of the universe and to influence the forces in order that they
prosper and remain healthy.
Because of f requent f rightening hallucinogenic visions suffened by those
training to become shamans, not all men achieve the status of master shaman. Of
those that do, their capacities vary according to the numbers and kinds of spirits
they can influence. Some specialize in hunting, others in curing, and others in
different domains of the universe.
The true mark of a master shaman is the ability to lead others in the
hallucinogenic rituals that are the center of their religion and culture (Langdon
1979b). A master shaman has sufficient power to give protection to the others
participating in the ritual as well as to guide them through their journeys on the
other side. Until the 1960's, the master shaman recognized by the community to
have the greatest amount of power served as the leader. His responsibilities were
of a political-r"eligious nature. He directed both secular and religious activities of

the community. He settled disputes, presided over marriages, organized
cooperative work projects, and, most importantly, led the weekly hallucinogenic
r.ituals for community members. All members of the community, both male and
female, wanting to participate and not in a state of pollution, gathered with him in
a special hut in the forest.
As argued by Vickers (1975), successful hunting among the Western
Tukanoans does not bring prestige or success with women. lt is the competition
for supernatural power and its accompanying prestige and right to leadership that
gives men a dominant position in Siona society ( Langdon 1978) . There is an
issociation between virility, sex, and shamans, as has been noted for the Eastenn

Tukanoans (Reichel-Dolmaioff 1971). When the shaman journeys to the house of the
jaguar, he is greeted by women who address him as husband and serve him food.
A-few Siona narratives include competition between shamans for females (Langdon
197S). However, these narratives also emphasize the reciprocal roles between
husband and wife and speak of the disruption that occurs when the norms of role
behavior are violated. Thus, they offer a variety of interpretations about men and
women depending upon the point of view of the listener.
The assoc[tion of virility with shamans provides a source of antagonism
between men and women as is reflected in sorcery accusations made by women about
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shamans. A number of women reported to me that shamans were ,,bad,, and
often
desired young women. lf the woman r"efuses his sexual advances, the shaman
cause her to be ill. women's disorders were often blamed on such a cause. may
For
example/ a woman suffering from chronic menstrual problems blamed a shaman whose
sexual advances she scorned when young. In this case, as in other similar on"u,
the accused shaman came from another community, not from one,s own.
One,s own
shaman-leader is regarded as good and is not suspected of using his power to-harm
his followers while alive. His moral obligations to serve as protector and provider
for the community takes precedence over the possiblity of his using power for
sexually exploiting women. Thus, the sorcery accusations between women and
shamans reveal facts about inter-community and inter-shamanistic conflicts. lt is the
healing shaman who diagnoses supernatural causes of illness, and he often selects
shamans with whom he feels rivalry.
To summarize, women are basically excluded from access to the principle
source of prestige in Siona society, although they may participate in rituals when
not in a state of pollution. Their prime obligation is that of producing offspring
and nurturing the family; it is this obligation that prevents them from becoming
shamans. The Siona claim that the continual ingestion of yage, which is necessary
to gain power, causes sterility in women, and thus women Oo not drink it as often
as men and cannot train to be shamans. Some say that women actually learn faster
than men/ and that in the past some older women chose to become shamans after

they raised their families. The elders often cite a sixty-year-old woman who
became a shaman after her children were grown. She had so much power that she
"grew a new set of teeth.rr Other than this anecdote, I did not hear of other women
shamans/ nor did any Siona women think it appropriate to consider becoming a
shaman.

Social Structure and Dailv Life:

Siona ideology provides various images of both men and women with both
negative and positive attributes. Women are associated with motherhood, creativity
and nurturing, as well as jealousy, voracity, and sexuality. Men are associated
with supernatural power/ pnotection, hunting, and sexuality. lt is the conjunction
of the sexes that brings about the origin of all things. lt is the reciprocal roles
between the sexes that brings about order and continuity in society.
When living with the Siona, one is struck with the egalitarian relations between
the sexes. Although the male is accorded highest respect in daily manners, such
as serving the male first and in decision-making, women participate in family and
community decisions. Thgy speak their will freely and are listened to with respect.
.fne
Married couples form
causes of this egalitarianism are related to the nature of kinship, community
structure, and the recognition of women as important contributors to the family's
economic survival as well as its well-being.
Since the Siona have been in contact with western civilization for over 300
years, the pattern described here is most likely a result of the disruption and
depopulation experienced by the Siona during these years of contact ( Langdon

n.d.).

Prior to the conquest, the Siona resided in multi-family

longhouses

organized via the patrilineage. We know nothing of the relations between the sexes
and can only speculate that relations may have been less egalitarian in the past.
Contact with the Spaniards destroyed the organizing power of kinship as the
basis of community structure/ and the Siona reorganized in communities composed of
kin and others allied with a particular shaman (Langdon n.d.). Polygyny gave way
to monogamy, and families lived in separate houses composed of one or two
generations, which is the pattern today. Kinship reckoning is shallow, and today's
Siona do not trace relatives beyond a few generations. The nuclear family is the
economic unit. Shamanism is the basis for community organization, not kinship.
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master-shaman of a community is achieved, not inherited, and as
communities gather and disband over time, realignments are made according to those
shamans perceived as powerful and trustworthy. Kinship may be a reason to trust
a par^ticular shaman, but this is not always the case.
Marriage practices give considerable fr"eedom to the women, although this may
have not been so one hundered years ago according to some elderly Siona women.
A young woman may choose whom she will marry. Prior to marriage, which is
marked by the birth of the fir"st child, the young male lives with the woman's family
for several months, proving his ability as a provider by hunting for the family and
by helping with gardening tasks. After a year or so, the young couple moves in
with the husband's family and eventually builds a separate home near his parents.
Reciprocal food sharing occurs between the couple and both sets of in-laws,
although the husband's parents receive more meat than the wife's.
As in other Amazonian societies, roles are divided along the axis of sex. Men

The role of

are hunters. Their ideal role is to be the protector of and provider for the home
through hunting and ritual knowledge. Women's role is that of nurturing the family
through the cultivation of crops and caring for members of the family. Caring
appropriately for her in-laws through serving food is an important aspect of her
ideal role. Besides distribution to family members of her own agricultural products
through cooked food, the wife also plays an important role in distributing cooked
game to all vlsitors once the initial division has been made to her parents and
in-laws. The distribution of game takes place through visiting. Once a man has
made a large kill and pieces of meat have been given to the appropriate
relatives,the hunter's home is visited by other nelatives and friends. Each will be
given a meal composed of the meat and manioc. The visitors often do not eat this
meal, but instead drink the broth and wrap the meat and manioc in leaves to take
home. The wife of the hunter plays a key role in this, fot" she decides whom to
feed and how much to give.
The most important factor in understanding the egalitarianism between the
sexes does not lie in the ideal division of labor, but in the sharing of tasks,
regardless of to whom they are assigned. In particular, it is the male who
performs many tasks associated with women. lt is common to see a couple working
together in the fields, gathering firewood, or collecting wild fruits and berries in
the jungle. Husband and wife are the primary economic unit in all tasks, excluding
hunting and the clearing of fields, which are done only by men. Men also spend
considerable time watching and caring for children. In the home and in public, a
father takes time to quiet a crying child or amuse a bothersome child. Both sexes
discipline children.

Thus, male and female relations among the Siona do not ref lect overt
antagonism between men and women nor a fear of women. Men perform female
tasks. Women have a good deal of autonomy in their daily lives, in choosing whom
they will marry, and in choosing to have children (abortion is still practiced;
infanticide was used in the past). In the home and in public women speak freely
and are respected for their opinions. Basic values attached to women and their
roles are based on respect and the recognition that the family functions successfully
as each sex carries on its reciprocal obligations. This is apparent in daily life as
well as in mythology and folklore that describe the ideal life of the Siona. The
theme that dominates the relations between the sexes is the concept of reciprocity,
and both sexes are valued for their contribution.
Comparison With Eastern Tukanoans:

In many respects, Siona ideolgy and male ritual activities are similar to those
of the Barasana, an Eastern Tukanoan group characterized by the sex antagonism
complex. In their insightful analyses, Christine and Stephen Hugh-Jones (t979 and
1979) have shown that the Barasana values female creativity and that the metaphoric
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in ritual and daily life carry with them a preoccupation with female
reproduction. Both sexes have ambiguous symbolism associated with them.
Qualities associated with women .are not all negative no.
associated with
men all positive. Menstruation has both creative and decay
"""-Gor"
associations. Women
are weak and soft, but they also live longer and are more rLsistant to illness than
Men have destructive as well as creative images . The concern for the
men .
Barasana, like the siona, is not one of women's negative qualities vs. men,s positive
qualities, but the relation of men and women with the themes of life and death.
associations

The primary concern is how nature, humans, society, and cosmology are tied to the
same cyclic processes.
Men control ritual activities, and their most important rite, the yurupari, is
analogous to the yage ritual in many ways. Both function in part as E-lilTiation
ceremony for men, although among the Barasana initiation is a more dominant theme.
Both are means by which the societies contact and influence the supernatural for
rejuvenation and growth. The Barasana time theirs according to the rise of the
Pleaides, the cycle of the seasons, and fruit harvests. when the vag6 ritual is
performed for initiation, it is timed to the movement of the same stars anO seasonal
cycle. Women are barred from the actual initiation. In addition, the symbolism of
the two rituals as well as the spirits involved are similar. For the Barasana, the

Yag6 mother is Romi Kumu
Ther"e are important differences between the two, however. The Barasana
initiation marks the movement of males from the female to the male domain. This is
not the case among the Siona, since sexual segregation of time and space on a daily
level does not exist. The vurupari involves the use of sacred flutes with threats
of punishment for women who see them. The Barasana myth of matriarchy
describes a time when women owned the flutes and held the power in society. When
men seized these instruments from women, they gained dominance over them.
Another important difference involves the relationship between ritual and the
patrilineal sib. When men took control of the sacred flutes and women, they gained
a mixed victory, for women won immortality through reproduction. Women, like the
universe/ are by nature periodic and continual. Men are not. Stephen Hugh-Jones
(1979) argues that one function of the ritual is to provide men with the ability to
counteract dwindling life energy through contact with the ancestral past as well as
to imitate womenrs reproductive potential through the reproducing of adult men
through initiation. ln such an analysis, the role of the patrilineal sib is of extreme

importance, for it is the sib members, both past and future, that give men
continuity in society. Women achieve it through children. The Vurupari is linked
to the continuity of the patrilineal sib, and, in one respect, the ritual is concerned
with social reproduction.
In spite of the basic similarities in ideology, Barasana women do not enjoy the
respect and freedom of Siona women in their daily lives. They have little chocie in
marriage and are traded between allied groups in a brother-sister exchange.
Although they produce the bulk of the diet through gardening, their contribution
to subsistence goes unrecognized. The creative aspects of human motherhood are
undervalued and seem to have little connection to the ideological and ritual system
that is concerned with female creativity. In addition, there is extreme sexual
segregation, and there is no crossover^ of roles. Women work together or alone in
gardening, cooking, and other activities. Men work and socialize with other men.
The longhouse is divided into male and female domains.
Barasana society is structured by the patrilineal sibs. The residential unit is
the longhouse, whose central leaders are brothers. These brothers, their families,
and other related families form the cooperative economic and political unit. The
brothers are ranked in hierarchical order according to their birth order, and this
ranking affects the roles they play in the onganization of the longhouse. The roles
of headman and shaman are not merged as with the Siona, but are two different
roles performed by bnothers. The longhouses are linked through kinship or through
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alliances formed for purposes of trading women. Sibs of the same lineage are
ranked hierarchially in the same manner as are brothers and are related to the
birth onder of the sibs in the ancestral past. There is some evidence that this
ran king system once operated to determine specialist roles of each sib. The
performance of these specialist roles operated to link sibs in a system of reciprocal
roles as the brothers in a longhouse are linked through the performance of
specialist roles. Put simply, kinship is the basis for organizing Barasana society.
This is not the case for the Siona.
Conclusions:

In recent years, there have been many attempts to understand the culture of
gender through consideration of the role of ideology. The latest work by Sanday
(1981), as well as that by Ortner and Whitehead (1981), reflects this trend. The
treatment here of the role of ideology is that defined by Ortner and Whitehead
(1981:3) as the actor-centered culturalist approach. Sex and gender symbols must
be viewed within the larger system of symbols and meaning. The interpretation of
meaning is not derived from something 'rout there[ but is invested in symbols by
acting social beings. In such an approach, gender conceptions are emergent from
varying forms of action with varying forms of social/ economic, and political life.
For the actors, complying with the rules of the game yields a perception that the
world takes on a natural and inevitable appearance. The pnocess involved in this
imbuing of actions with meaning is circular. Gender ideology is a result of the
larger system of ideology in society and its interplay with social life, in which
particular social institutions have greater influence than others on the process of
investing meaning to the conceptions of male and female. ldeology is multifaceted,
and even contradictory, with respect to the images of male and female. However,
the aspects of ideology that are selected to invest sexual relations with meaning are
influenced by the social institutions that bring the sexes together in various ways.
The major difference between the Siona culture of gender and that of the
Barasana does not lie in the images of the sexes nor in the ideology of sexual
relations. In both, males and females are necessary for thier respective qualities
and abilities. Sexual conjunction is an important principle. Female creativity is
valued. ldeology itself does not offer an explanation as to why women are devalued
and dominated in one society but not in the other. The reasons lie in the
differences in social institutions and the patterns of daily interaction between the
sexes which affect the way they impart meaning to their daily lives. Thus/ we see
that differences in community structure, kinship, marriage patterns, and sexual
segregation affect what a group selects and uses as part of its culture of gender.
Among the Siona, the positive values of women are reflected in both daily life and
in ideology. This is not so for the Barasana; concern with the ancestral past'
continuity of the patrilineage, and marked segregation of the sexes lead to the
devaluing and domination of women in daily life. For the Siona, the diminished
value of the patrilineage, combined with the close cooperation of the married couple
as the economic unit results in full recognition of the positive qualities and
contributions of women.
In closing, the preliminary nature of this analysis must be acknowledged. lt
does not address issues of historical origins nor prime causes. The Eastern
Tukanoans are separated geographically from the Western groups, although most
likely they both evolved from the same ancestral culture. The Siona may have once
shared the Barasana culture of gender. The Conquest and the evolution of the
nuclear family as the economic unit may have lead to the loss of sexual segregation
and eventually to the cross-over of men into women's tasks. Rosaldo (1974:31) has
suggested that this phenomenon of qharing of female tasks by males mqy be a keY
factor in egalitarian relations. The Siona evidence supports this concluslon.
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A MEHINAKU MYTH OF MATRIARCHY
Thomas Gregor

Vanderbilt University

Myths of Amazons and matriarchies are widespread in South America, and
similar to tales told by native peoples in Oceania and elsewhere. The similarities of
these stories suggests an antiquity which may predate the setilement of the New
World. The myths, however, are more than a reflection of the past since they are
compelling enough to be told and retold until this day. My intention in this paper
is to examine the psychological basis of the story within one culture, that of the
Mehinaku Indians of the Upper Xingu region in Central Brazil . The Mehinaku
version of the myth is called "The Women Discover the Flutes Songs,,,and it is told
by both men and women.
The Women Discover the Flutesr Songsl

In Ancient Times, a long time dgo, the men lived by themselves, a
long way off. The women had left the men. The men had no woman at all.
Alas for the men/ they had sex with each other, and they had sex with
their hands. The men were not happy at all in their village, they had no
bows r2no arrowsr I1o cotton armbands. They walked about without even
belts.- They had no hammocks so they slept on the ground, like animals.
They hunted fish by diving in the water and catching them with their
teeth, like otters. To cook the fish they heated them under their arms.
They had nothing--no possessions at all.
The women's village was very different, it was a real village. The
women had built the village for their chief, lripyulakumaneju. They made
houses, they wore belts, and armbands, knee ligatures, and ieather
headdresses, just like men. They made Kowka, the iirst Kowka: rrtak...
tak...tak," they cut it from wood. They built the house for Kowka, the
first place for the Spirit. Oh, they were smart, those round-headed women

of Ancient Times.
The men saw what the women were doing. They saw them playing
Kowka in the spirit House. "Ahr" said the men/ "this is not good. Th;
women have stolen our lives!" The next day, the chief addressed the men:
"The women are not good. Letts go to them.r' From far off, the men heard
the women, singing and dancing Kowka. The men made bullroarers outside
the women's village. Oh, they would have sex with their wives very soon.
The men came close to the village, ilwait, wait,r, they whispered. And
then: "Now!rr They leaped up at the women like "wild,'lndians: rHu
waaaaaa!" they whooped. They swung the bullroarers until they sounded
like a plane. They raced into the village and chased the women until they
had caught every one, until there was not one left. The women were
furious: rrstop, stopr" they cried. But the men said, "No good, no good.
Your leg bands are no good. Your belts and head-dresses are no good.
You have stolen our designs and paints.'r The men ripped off the belts
and clothes, and rubbed the women's bodies with eanth and soapy leaves to
wash off the design.
The men lectured the women: 'tYou don't wear the shell vamaquimpi
belt. Here, you wear a twine belt. We paint up, not you. We-stana up
and make speeches, not you. You don't play the sacred flutes. we do

that.

We are men.rl
The women ran to hide in their houses. All of them were hidden. The
men shut the doors: This door, that door, this door, that door. r,You ane

t
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just womenrt'they shouted. "you make cotton. you weave hammocks.
You weave them in the morning, as soon as the cock crows. play Kowka
flutes? Not you ! "
Later that night, when it was dark, the men came to the women and
sexed them. The next morning, the men went to get fish. The women
could not go into the menrs house. In that menrs hoJse, in Ancient Times.
The first one.

Unlike 1gth century anthropologists and even some contemporary feminist
writers, w€ know that the Mehinaku myth is not history. The Mel-rinaku are
essentially in agreement with us, for although they say that the myth is "truerl
they also tell conflicting stories of the origin of their society with no concern about
the obvious contradictions. When I called these conflicting tales to the attention of
the narrator of rrThe Women Discover the Flutest Songs,, he merely remarked 'rOh
yes. Those are different.rr Mythic events for the Mehinaku occur in a frozen
world known as rrAncient Timestr (ekwimvatipa) in which ordinary logic and
temporality are not relevant. To understand tl-re myth we must place it witnin a
cultural context, in this case the villagerrs culture of male dominance.
The public life of Mehinaku society is men's life. tt is acted on the plaza,
which is menrs space, and it is composed of men's oratory/ songs, rituals and
wrestling matches. Women have a culture which parallels thjt of ilie men, but its
public displays are pale reflections of a masculine image. Female chiefs speak but
rarely to the village women, and then their voices are only quietly heard wlthin the
houses. Womenrs songs are largely confined to after-dinner evening serenades on
the plaza, or lullabies at home. On the few occasions that women conduct
intertribal rituals the action is largely directed by the men, and the women,s
movements from village to village are superintended by their husbands and fathers.
The central institution of patrianchy is the men's house, a club house and
temple that is barred to the women. A woman who would enter is gang raped by
all the men other than her closest kin. The antagonism suggested Uy tnis action is
repeated in a variety of ritual and informal contexts. The men use bullroarers to
intimidate the women who are told that the sound is the voice of a spirit. In the
counse of recurrent rituals the men sing insulting songs about the women, shout
obscenities from the safety of the men's house, and taunt the women with grotesque
wax carvings of female genitalia. Less formally, the men speak in deprecatory
terms of female intellect and ethics. A woman is dim-witted. The words to myths
will not'rstay in her stomach." She is likely to be an invidious gossip. A word
for a gossip of either sex is rrwoman mouth.I'
Aggressively patriarchal settings such as that of the Mehinaku are
characteristics of socieites that tell myths of matriarchy. The recurrent
interpretation of the myth is that they are a charter of male dominance (Bamberger
1974), especially since many of the tales graphically depict the dangers of leaving
the public order in the hands of women.
I have always felt, however, that legends of matriarchs and Amazons are out
of place in a male dominated society and make poor charters for patriarchy. lam
particularly impressed that the myths credit more to women than a male chauvinist
would want to concede. ln the Mehinaku version of the tale, the men are initially
in a precultural state, living'rlike animals." In conflict with many other myths and
the received Mehinaku opinion about female intellect, the womlen were the
culture-creators, the inventors of architecture, clothes, and religion:' "They were
smart/ those nound-headed women of Ancient Times.',
A second flaw in the interpretation of the myth as a charter for patriarchy is
that the menrs ascendance is achieved through brute force. Attacking "like'wild'
Indians,rr they terrorize the women with the bullroarer, strip them of their
masculine adornment, herd them into the houses/ rape them, and lecture them on
the rudiments of appropriate sex-role differences. On the surface, this assertion
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of dominance reflects the menrs present confidence in their ability to put women in
their place. As in Ancient Time, men remain stronger than women, and are just as
capable of locking them back in their houses. But in fact, force of arms is the last
resort of the confident oppressor" A far more effective patriarchal strategy is to
base the subordination of women on values and teachings that both men and women
endonse. ln our own society/ sex role differences are grounded in a murky but
generally shared folk biology of purported differences in aggression, intelligence,
and moral worth of men and women. Among the highly patriarchal agricultural
cultures of the Near East and circum-Mediterranean regions, this reading of nature
is augmented by a rigid sexual double standard that confines women to domestic
roles. So powerful are the moral images that buttress patriarchy that women
largely support it. In their roles as socializers of the young and guardians of

family honor they become the enforcers of female subordination, in effect conspiring
to their own oppression.
Among the Mehinaku, however, the skeleton of patriarchy is not well fleshed
out with moral arguments and beliefs about sexual morality and innate biological
differences. To be sure/ the villagers will deal out the facts of sexual dimorphism
in justifying gender roles, but relative to other cultures these cards are not at the
top of the cognitive deck. There is, moreover, a strong sense that human biology
is human creation rather than a natural or God-given product. Hence a myth of
Amazons and male rebellion is not only a possibility among the Mehinaku, it is an
explanation of patriarchy. Men rule today not so much because it is the natural
order of things, but because they remain strong. They can, if necessany, once
again rape the women and lock them in their houses.
What neither the myth nor the Mehinaku can directly tell US, however, is the
dimension of fear that lurks just behind the apparent strength. This fear is not,
however, the implied possibility of a female counter-revolution. The myth seems to
suggest that better armed and smarter women than those Amazons of Ancient Times
could reestablish the matriarchy. But when I offered this suggestion to a number
of my male informants all were confident that patriarchy had a long future:
"Oh, no. The women donrt want to go into the men's house and hear the
flutes. In Ancient Times, the women wanted to play the flutes, to be like
men. Now they donrt want to go into the menrs house. They are not strong.
Their speech is not quick, like a man's. They are just'house stayersrnow.
But they are sad when they hear Kowkars song. rAlas for us!,r they say;
they miss Ancient Times.'l
As for the women, there seems to be no serious counter-revolutionary spirit
among them, even if a few would risk an occasional guerilla skirmish. Yet the men
are perceptive in identifying a certain glow of nostalgia: "Ah, those women of
Ancient Timesr'r said one of the women. "They were really strong and clever. But
not us. lt was just in Ancient Times that those things happened.rl
A literal restitution of the matriarchy is thus not imminent. Despite the
villagers' denials, however, The Women Discover the Flutes' Songs reflects genuine

ma|eanxietiesthatappearinersona|ity.Thus
women are necessary and attractive, but paradoxically they are also dangerous.
Contact with women, claim the men / stunts growth and weakens wrestlers.
Fishermen planning a collective expedition will catch nothing if they spend the
previous night with their wives and girl friends. Menstrual blood is so dangerous

and contaminating that a dayrs supply of manioc flour will be tossed into the bushes
on the day one of the women in a house begins her menses.
Sexual contact with women is said to cause severe illnesses, including a
debilitating paralytic disease attacking many young men in puberty seclusion .
According to mythology, all disease is of female origin, having been created when
the Sun, the first witch, fashioned sickness-causing objects known as kowki from
his wife's pubic hair.
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Even dreams about women are dangerous. In Mehinaku dream symbolism,
female genitalia are interpreted as omens of ax and machete wounds. Other dreams
associated with women foretell disease and assults by dangerous snakes. In waking
lif e sexual thoughts about women are no less dangerous. Excessive nostalgia for
wife or lover attracts a dangerous spirit, JapujanLju (',Angry Woman', ) who in thea
guise of a beautiful woman leads a man off to an unknown fate.
My study of Mehinaku dream content shows that fear of women is built into

individual personalities as well as cultural institutions. ln the men's uneasy
dreams' women are portrayed as physically and symbolically crushing and stifling.
They are the source of sickness, dismemberment, and assault. In what is
admittedly a rough comparison with Hall and Van de Castle's svstematic studv of
dream content, Mehinaku men's dreams exhibit 759o more castration anxietv ifr"n
those of American men (see Gregor 1981).
The origins of the men's fears and antagonism lie in an intense and even
symbiotic relationship of mother and son. Mothers carry their infants about with
them, sleep with them in the same hammock, and nurse them into the fifth year.
With the birth of a sibling, the mother suddenly severs this intimate relationship
and engenders the ambivalent emotions of anxiety, dependence, and antagonism that
characterize the Mehinaku male personality. In adulthood a remnant of the earry
period of the mother-son relationship lingers on in the form of a feminine core to
male identity. In normal times this facet of masculinity is shouted down by the
aggressive bravado of men's house culture. But in the limbo-land of myth and
rituals it is safely expressed in ceremonies imitative of childbirth and menstruation,
and anxious speculations of matriarchy and role-reversal.
The overall Mehinaku pattern of aggressive male dominance coupled with fear
and evidence of feminine identity is by no means unusual. lt has been reported
widely in both Oceania and South America (see for- example, Herdt 1gg1, Murphy
9nd Munphy 1974) and is the basis for a number of authors'understandings of such
institutions as severe initiations and the couvade (see Munroe and Munioe 1g75).
Many of the societies that tell myths of matriarchy are precisely the ones that take
part in the overall pattern of ambivalence in male sexual attitudes toward women.
As such, the legend of matriarchy is pant of the culture of masculine insecurity.
Much of this culture consists of secrecy, intimidation and the use of force
denials of attachment to women that seem to say that the barriers separating the
sexes are walls of granite. Myths like "The Women Discover the Flutesi Songsl,are
of special interest because they almost reach a dangerous truth: in societ'res like
the Mehinaku men are connected to, dependent upon, and identified with women in
more ways than they can freely admit. The walls that separate the sexes are
constructed of papier-mache.
NOTES

Teneiu auta Kowka iyeyaka; literally, the women find Kowka's speech
" Kowka" is both the name of a spirit and the sacred f lutes kept in the men's
nou se

2.

3.

.

To be "beltlessrr (mowantalutsi) in the Mehinaku dress code is to be naked.
Within the myth there is some ambivalence on this point. Even though the
women are the creators, the men sense that the creation is rightfully theirs.
Thus, the women 'rhave stolen our lives.,,
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"FEMALE SCARCtTY, GENDER tDEOLOGY, AND SEXUAL pOLtTICS
IN THE NORTHWEST AMAZONI'

Janet M. Chernela
Columbia University and

lnstituto Nacional de Pesquisas da Amazonia

In Elementary Structures (1969), Levi-Strauss posits female sexual scarcity
and tne consequent rnate aernana for females as a universal feature of social life.'
This proposition has inspir"ed a number of subsequent works/ among them two
important statements by Murphy and Siskind addressed by this symposium.
According to Siskind (1973a), women manipulate the supply of female sexuality
in order to attain certain ends, among them, meat. She suggests that Sharanahua
women control sexual availability in order to motivate men to hunt. Murphy
concludes that Siskindrs thesis "has universal applicability, for the premium upon
women is largely maintained by their reserve and restraint" (1977:19).
Murphy's argument rests on four observations: First, he states that men are
considered to be "...the dominant sex in terms of both authority and ease of access
to the central values of the society. . .rr (1977:16). Secondly, he observes that
female sexual scarcity finds universal cultural expression in gender imagery which
presents man as sexual aggressor and woman as sexual witholder. He writes:

Congruent with their superordinate position, they Imen] are expected to
maintain the initiative in sexual relations. The male is the seeker of sex and
the aggressive actor in romance; he is the seducer of women, the potential
rapist, thergran chingon,rthe external reservoir of libidity. The woman, on
the contrary, is supposed to maintain a certain reserve and modesty regarding
her sexuality. Virtue is not ordinarily a male virture, and just as the woman
is supposed to guard her sexuality, the male is enjoined to express his

own(1 977:16-17).

Murphy's third point derives from Siskind: women transcend their subordinate
position, garnering political leverage and cultural value by creating an artificial

scarcity in the economy of sex. His final, crucial point comments on this
artificiality, for the condition of female sexual scarcity inverts the biological
reality -- that female sexual potential is relatively unlimited when compared with the

reality of male performance.
The Uanano case is particularly interesting to consider in light of Murphy's
argument, for they present an exception to the suggested pattern of gender
stereotyping. As Murphy predicts, Uanano men control access to positions of overt
power; but, contrary to his model/ men speak of female sexuality as abundant or
even excessive. While men view women as uncontrollably licentious, they see
themselves as rigorously protective of their chastity.
The purpose of this paper, then, is to make sense of the seemingly anomalous
Uanano case by examining gender imagery on the one hand, and the sexual politics
of social relations, of, the other. I n so doing, I proceed f rom the assumption
implicit in Murphy and Siskind's arguments, that female sexual scarcity, female
value, and political leverage are interrelated
The Uanano number approximately 1,600 people and are one of 12 to 15
intermarrying language groups inhabiting the Uaupes River basin in the Northwest
Amazon of Colombia and Brasil. The group which I nefer to as the "language
group, " following a convention established by Jackson (1974), is an exggamous
patrilineal descent group whose identifying feature is its distinct language.- These
language groups form a single, integrated network united by kin ties and marriage.
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In terms of formal, political authority the Uanano conform to Murphy's model:
unilineal descent reckoning and the practice of virilocality assure the political
subordination of women. The Uanano are one of the few cases of str ongly
patrilineal societies in Lowland South America. They conceive of themselves as a
-^^i+
gruup ^fur dgndLes
descended from ancestral brothers born of the bodV of an
anaconda. Each of these founding brothers is the focal ancestor of a sib, whose
members are spoken of as the "grandchildren of one man. " Ancestor and
descendant are linked, through patrilineal reckoning, by an exchange of names.
-rho noeiniant nr 3 name is endowed with the particular social locus and
identitv of
the ancestor whose name he bears. As such, the bearer of an ancestral name is
the exchange for that ancestor, his incarnation in the present.
Since each name conveys the ran k status of its ancestor the naming system
replicates assymetrical relationships in every generation and the primogeniture line
remains distinct. Chiefs are said to have descended from the First Brother, who
emerged f rom the anaconda's head; he is called "our Head,, -- dahpu -- using the
term which is applied to the anatomical head. Authority and certain types of
knowledge are the exclusive domain of the head, primogeniture line.
This ideology of descent and rank constitutes a unisexual model of social order
and continuity. One generation of bnothers generates another through tlre name
exchange: men structure descent and generational time, linking descendant with
ancestor, present and future with past.
Although women participate in synchronic linkages, connecting different
descent groups, they are absent from the descent model of repnoduction.
The practice of virilocality exacerbates the political subordination of women.
Among the Uanano, a Iocal village comprises a core of male agnates, their
in-marrying wives, and their unmarried daughters. (The few non-sib membens
found in most villages are relegated to visitor status, and are barred from local sib
I vv,fJ,e,,!

decisions. )

vl

The Uanano maintain ongoing marital ties with five other language groups:
Desana, Baniwa, Cubeo, Tariana/ and Tucano. In the village where most of these
data were gathered, the eight in-marrying wives came f rom four of these five
language groups. These women continued to speak the language of their own natal
groups; some did not know one anotherrs languages/ and in one unusual case a wife
did not understand any of the other four languages spoken in the village, including
that of her husband and his brothers.
Although in-marrying wives form strong affective bonds with each other (often
based on language commonality), numerous factors limit their impact as a formal,
cohesive, political power. For most women, input into village-level politics takes
the form of gossip and other informal social criticism. This "subversive" form of
politicking undoubtedly has a substantial, though unmeasurable, impact.
This set of circumstances characterizes sexual politics among the Uanano and
largely conforms with Murphyrs model. The ideology of gender, particularly the
male view of female scancity, does not.
Uanano men view women as divisive and chaotic influences, especially through
their uncontrolled, critical gossip. The Uanano place extreme value on style of
speech, and men distinguish between the eloquent, decorous thought and speech of
men and the undisciplined, unthinking chatter of women. Lack of restraint, in the
male view, extends to female sexuality: woman is the suductress, the seeker of
sex / and to use Murphyrs phrase, "the reservoir of libidity.rr Woman's anatomy is
threatening. The ravenous female of an important myth devours a manrs penis in
her vagina. The literature on the Northwest Amazon mentions male purging rituals
associated with cultur"al emphasis on strenuous mental and physical control,
including control of sexual impulses. Woman's body endangers and defiles the
intellectual rigor and spiritual discipline practiced by Uanano men. ln short, the
dominant male ideology associates men with the head and the cerebral functions of
speech, intellect, and leadership . Women are associated with the body and the
sen sate

.
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Gender imagery is a subset of the larger ontological duality of self and other.
Together, the two sexes constitute a totality, irreconcilably polarized by the fact
that each confronts the other as object. There is therefone no single rconscious
model' for gender; instead, men and women have different though complementary

of representing gender
do not see themselves as ravenous. As men claim to feel endangered
by women' so women feel endangered by men. Women claim that the intelligence
they once possessed was lost in ancestral times when a man disguised as a woman
stole the powerful head ornaments (siompuli) from his mother-in-law, divesting
women of their control over certain types of knowledge and authority. Women say
ways

Women

that nowadays they do not "know" but that at one time they did.
Complementing the male image of female as body is the female image of the male
as expropriaton of powers associated with the head. This opposition reflects the
political relation of the sexes: males dominate descent an ideology of
reproduction and fear loss of thein reproductive powers. Females 'tspeak too
much" exercise social sanctions through gossip -- and fear loss of intellect and,
ultimately, of policial power. Each sex views the other as a dangerous usurper.
ln a society.where men appear to resist, rather than demand female sexuality,
does Levi-Straussr thesis of the universal scarcity of female.exr.rEtity hold? And if
sor what accounts for the reversal of Murphyrs pattern of male demand?
To address these questions I shall shift from a discussion of the informantsl
model of gender and will present a differ"ent perspective -- the anthropologistts, for
as Collier and Rosaldo have pointed out, "The observed 'scarcityr of women in
'primitiver societies, which Levi-strauss (1969:38) attributes to ments 'deep
polygamous tendencyt results neither from men's sexual voracity nor from their
desire to accumulate working wives but from a wider structure of social relations[

Collier and Rosaldo 1981 : 291 ) .
In fact, female sexuality is scarce to the extreme among the Uanano. The
extend of this scarcity rests on the simultaneous practices of linguistic exogamy and
virilocality, and on strongly restrictive, intensely enforced conditions for suitable
marriage partners.
Rules of incest and exogamy produce an ovenarching unity among diverse and
sometimes distant language groups so that 10,000 lndians inhabiting some 750,000
square kilometers are related by either agnatic (kin) or affinal (in-law) ties.
For a Uanano male, acquiring a wife is problematic. Incest regualtion forbids
marriage with anyone in one's own language group, and conversely, requires that
one marry into a different language or kin group. Furthermore, marriage practice
is governed by two strongly felt preferences: marriage with a patrilateral
cross-cousin, and sister exchange. Hence, a proper marriage requires that a man
have a marriageable sister to exchange, and that his father (or father's brothers)
have sisters with daughters of marriageable age.
The difficulty of finding such a mate is expnessed in the lament of a bachelor
who cannot find a marriageable tanvo -- a female cross-cousin:
(

lsnrt it strange?

I have no cousins;
I am alone and I havenrt any cousin.
Fortunately for me,
I have Fathers of my Fathers;
But I have no cousin.
But as Korn (1973:15) points out, incest prohibitions refer to sexual relations
and exogamy to marriage. Of course a Uanano male need not marry to find sexual
partners. However, like Uanano rules of exogamy, incest prohibitions are
restrictive, forbidding sexual relations with members of one's own language group.
Occasional breaches of the incest rule evoke intense criticism. One young man told

7-n
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rl'l€' "The Kibowomen (naming a uanano sib) treat their brothers (males
of a
distant Uanano sib) as cousins.,' (He was, himserf,
,,cousin,, to the
a
Kibo
women
in nr to<tinn e suitable sexual partner -- and therefore spoke f
rom self -interest. )
Thus, if the rule of virilocality is strictly followed,
it
most often is, all of
".- intercourse
one's agemates in a village will be classificatory siblings, and
them
is forbidden. The only women not prohibited by the incest regulationswith
are
the
in-marrying wives. These women are few in number, relative to the total
population of the village, and highly sought after by their husband,s sib mates. lf
we may speak of sexuality in terms of supply and demand, competition is acute for
these few available women. Access to these married females is further obstructed
by the threat of reprisals by jealous husbancs or sorcery aimed at punishing
Da ramou rs
Curideri, a village of 17 people and the site of my research, provides an
example. Twenty-nine of the 77 residents were mature individuals, yet only seven
were women outside the prohibited category, that is, in-marrying wives . In
neighboring villages, the proportion of women was even smaller. In-marrying wives
take lovens from among their husband's brothers, uncles, and nephews. The result
approaches a polyandrous situation with each in-marrying wife having several
lovers.
A wife with lovers is expected to be discreet. Women can and do, horvever,
commit indiscretions to humiliate and manipulate husbands. A dispute between a
chief and his wife which occurred during my stay in Curideri exemplified this
practice. When a chief found his wife and favorite nephew alone in his house, he
struck his wife. But to the nephew's apology he replied, "l don't accuse you, this
is her way.rr Females are given full responsibility for illegitimate relations and are
made to seem ravenous. Most importantly, absolving the nephew and blaming the
.

wife diminishes social tensions between males.
The broad extension of incest rules creates a scarcity of non-incestuous sexual
partners. As a result, the few sexual partners permissible to a man are the same
ones as those permissible to his borther. And, the only non-incestuous partners
locally available to a bacheior are his brothersr wives. The bachelor in seanch of
sex is faced with two problematic alternatives: adulterous, non-incestuous
relations/ or non-adulterous, incestuous relations. He is caught between two evils:
incest, which is strongly prohibited; and adultery, which threatens solidarity among
sib brothers.
To portray males as pursuers, then, would acknowledge competition among
males. For the dominant ideology to proclaim this social reality would rupture male
solidarity and in this way threaten social stability.
ldeology and practice among the Uanano, as I have briefly described them,
suggest a number of conclusions. In this case/ culture does indeed create an
"artificial and untrue shortage of female sexuality. " lf we accept that womenrs
value and related power derive from scarcity we must conclude that the limited
availability of female sexual partners, created by wide-ranging incest taboos, should
place these women at a premium. The male view of woman as sexual pursuer denies
scarcity by declaring female sexuality to be abundant. Whatever value would be
expected to accrue to women from scarcity is effectively denied.
Murphy proceeds from the assumption that culture inverts nature. Having
invented nature, the Uanano take a further step and invert culture. This cultural
irony serves a crucial social funtion: the preservation of male solidarity. This
further inversion reconciles a fundamental contradiction in the incest prohibition:
for the very rules of incest and exogamy which promote alliance and unity among
distinct groups on a macro-scale (i.e. between affinal groups) create potential for
conflict among close agnates within groups.
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NOTES

Levi-Straussr notion that incest marks a fundamental

2.

change from the natural
to the social appears to follow Freud's Totem and Taboo(1950). However,
whereas Freud saw the incest prohibition as-a stlutio-nJ; the dilemma of male
competition over the same females, Levi-Strauss' major contribution was his
own obsenvation that incest and exogamy produce alliances between groups.
Exceptions to this_ generalization exist. The Cubeo (Goldman 1963) and the
Makuna (Arhem 1981) are not linguistically exogamous.

All names of persons and places are fictitious.
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